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Style: 

Electro-Rock / Electro  
 

Tracklist: 

01. Confusion 

02. Fake 

03. Faster 

04. Obsolete 

05. Clean 

06. Brainbondage 

07. Faith 

08. Repeat 
09. Illusions 

10. Replay 

11. Safe 

12. Ignorants 

13. Le Freak 

14. Chicken 

 

Band-Member: 

voice/Lena  
synths/Corrado  
bass/Xavier  
beats/Machines 
 

Foundation: 
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The second JABBERWOCK album "Sweet Limbo" again proves that this band 
has an own style incomparable to everything you have ever heard before. The 
intensity of this new sound reminds somehow of NIN, Ministry and even Aphex 
Twin - but JABBERWOCK's brute ElectroRock never copies anything - they re-
invent a cool and oustanding style with elements from ElectroClash, ElectroRock 
and even Electro.  
 
Pulsating beats, nihilistic guitars, levitating keyboards and distorted female 
vocals, presenting zynical and sarcastic lyrics, 
will make you an addict. Lyrics like "Fake", 
"Faster", "Brainbondage" and "Clean" are real 
highlights in times of senseless and meaningless 
pop-culture. A great artwork finishes an 
impressive and unique piece of art. 
JABBERWOCK - the name of an evil ghost from 
"Alice Through the Looking Glass", the name of 
an asteroid - and now the name for a comet 
comming from Paris that will change our lives. 
 

Speed, obsession, confusion and rage are the muses of Jabberwock’s dark and 
wild electro-indie music. Ambushes of mutant female vocals, a bombardment of 
electronic beats, clinic assaults of a metronomic bass, and hypnotic layers of an 
obsessive guitar create a remarkable and thrilling view of our short existences. 
 
On stage Jabberwock offers a compact set-up that presents both the spontaneity 
of rock music and the deadly precision of electronics. Always on the edge but 
always under control, Jabberwock does not simply play its music, it blasts its 
music. When the venue allows, the Kosmos4k team completes the show with an 
exciting VJ-set. 
 
This French band has played in several French and Belgian concert halls, such as 
the Batofar, the Cabaret sauvage, the Tamanoir, the OPA, the flèche d’or, the 
Dark Omen festival, the Botanique, the Magasin4... 
Jabberwock is signed on Black Rain Records, a German dark music label. After a 
first CD full of hits and thrilling tension, Jabberwock presents  with « Sweet 
Limbo » a new album full of power and musicality. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This new release deals with the distress of human being in an impersonal society 
without marks. The atmosphere is dark, oppressive and cold without using the 
usual clichés. Jabberwock breeds several musical genres and creates a very 
personal piece with an unique style that will immediately be recognised. The 
very special album artwork even adds more substance with its cold images and 
its visual impact. 
 
Get caught by Jabberwock’s mists and they will never release you. 

 

 www.blackrain.de - www.myspace.com/blackraind 
 

www.jabberwock.free.fr - www.myspace.com/jabberwock 

 


